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ABSTRACT
Email is far from dead; in fact the volume of messages exchanged daily, the number of accounts per user, and the number of devices on which email is accessed have been constantly growing. Most previous studies on email have focused on management and retrieval behaviour within a single account and on a single device. In this paper, we examine how people retrieve email in today’s ecosystem through an in-depth qualitative diary study with 16 participants. We found that personal and work accounts are managed differently, resulting in diverse retrieval strategies: while work accounts are more structured and thus email is retrieved through folders, personal accounts have fewer folders and users rely primarily on the built-in search option. Moreover, retrieval occurs primarily on laptops and PCs compared to smartphones. We explore the reasons, and uncover barriers and workarounds related to managing multiple accounts and devices. Finally, we consider new design possibilities for email clients to better support how email is used today.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite the ongoing debate in popular media on whether email is dead, forecasters predict that the number of messages exchanged per year will grow at an average rate of 3% over the next four years for both business and consumer purposes [19], suggesting that, for the foreseeable future, email is here to stay. This is all the more interesting in the face of the growing popularity of other social media and instant messaging platforms [19], that not only are popular among the younger population, but are also starting to be used in the working environment. Alongside its staying power, however, are some of email’s equally persistent, attendant problems.

“Email overload”, for example, has long been recognised as a universal problem [39] and there is now a substantial body of work dedicated to understanding how people manage and file their email in order to deal with the incoming deluge and growing archives. Over the years, there have been several taxonomies of managing habits (e.g. [4, 17, 26]), distinguishing for example between people who frequently, sporadically or never file their email. Regardless of the managing strategy used, there is a trend toward users receiving and retaining more messages [21], reinforcing email’s role as an important digital archive. Given this archiving role, understanding how people manage and retrieve email is more important than ever. Previous work has found that how messages are managed is inextricably linked to how users expect to be able to find any given message or set of messages in future [38]. However, the majority of previous studies have overlooked two key factors which have become even more important in recent years: continued growth in the number of accounts per user [19], and the growing number of devices that people use to access their email [30]. Email management across multiple accounts such as work and personal has been largely ignored with only a few exceptions [7, 11, 18]. Email use across devices has only been touched upon as an example of multi-device usage (e.g. [14, 29]), rather than being thoroughly investigated.

We argue that it is now increasingly important to understand user’s current email retrieval and management practices across devices and accounts. It may be that the more complex modern ecosystems create new challenges in managing or finding email; it is also possible that having access to multiple devices and accounts have made email management and retrieval easier for some users. Exploring this in depth may point to opportunities for improving email tools. Indeed most have changed very little in the past couple of decades, suggesting they have not kept pace with fundamental changes in the way email is now used.

To this end, we present an in-depth qualitative study with 16 diverse participants who took part in a week-long diary study. We examine their general email habits, their management habits, and how they look for information in their email. Specifically, we investigate how their practices differ across accounts and devices. The results also illustrate issues...
participants encountered during retrieval and workarounds to make finding easier. Consequently, our research confirms and extends previous work in a number of ways and makes the following contributions:

- It further unpacks the differences between work email and personal accounts, with the former relying more on structure and preparatory mechanisms, and the latter relying more on opportunistic retrieval.
- It proves the importance of considering multiple devices when investigating email behaviour. We find how email retrieval occurs primarily on laptops and desktop PCs, and how mobile search is infrequent and often problematic.
- It helps identify current issues with email retrieval and users’ workarounds, both in terms of having to manage multiple accounts and deal with device constraints.
- It considers how the design of today’s email clients could be improved to better support how email is used in a multi-account, multi-device ecosystem, and points to trends towards more flexible, integrated tools.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Most previous research in this area has focused on email as a communication channel at work [37]. Email has also been characterized as a habitat [15] for information management, and as a means of time and task management [26]. As a result, several taxonomies have been created to reflect users’ email management strategies, distinguishing between frequent filers, spring cleaners, no filers [39] and few folder filers [17], cleaners and keepers [20], to name but a few. While each of these papers highlights slightly different management strategies, all studied only work-related email.

Email Retrieval

Managing, filing and archiving work email has been the subject of deeper research than the other side of the coin: retrieving messages in email. Early work, such as Mackay [26], and Whittaker and Sidner [39], distinguished between “preparatory behaviours”, where users take time to file and label email in anticipation of retrieving the information, and “opportunistic access”, where users rely on sorting, scrolling or searching at the time of need, delaying the burden. However, it was not until later that Whittaker et al.’s work [38] more explicitly showed the relationship between management and retrieval strategies. They compared the benefits of preparatory retrieval using folders and tags with opportunistic search and threading, and showed how these relate to email management strategies. Their findings suggest opportunistic behaviour is better and that preparatory strategies are inefficient and do not necessarily improve successful retrieval. They proposed that filing strategies are a reaction to the large number of messages received and a way to better visualise tasks.

Retrieving email is an intricate research area not only studied in HCI, but also in the information retrieval literature. Of relevance, studies focussed on prototypes called Phlat [13] and Stuff I’ve Seen [16]. The latter study was aimed at exploring how information is found and re-found on computers, including in email [16]. The system facilitates information re-use, by offering a unified indexing from one’s own emails, web history, calendars, and files. The authors found that time frame and people’s names are powerful contextual cues used when retrieving personal information, as later reinforced also by Cutrell et al. [12].

Personal vs. Work Email Accounts

While, on average, people have more than one account to reflect the various facets of one’s life [11], most academic research has concentrated on work email to the exclusion of personal email. Smith et al. [34] were the first to point towards a tension between work and personal email, finding in 2003 that 54% of their participants had two separate accounts, particularly as a way to keep spam out of work email. Ten years later, Capra et al. [7], found that this separation was growing, with 84% of their survey respondents having separate accounts as a way of managing boundaries between work and personal life. However, it is only more recently that research has shown how work and personal accounts are managed differently. Grevet et al. [18] replicated and extended two seminal studies [17, 39] updating our understanding of email management strategies and adding a comparison between work and personal accounts among Gmail-only users. They found that personal inboxes are usually considerably larger in terms of archive size, inbox size and number of unread messages when compared to work inboxes. While these findings are important, more work is needed to unpack personal vs. work use of email in multi-account settings and extending this to other email clients.

Multi-Device Use and Email Access

Understanding user interactions across multiple devices has emerged as an active area of research in recent years. Takkinen and Shahmeheri [35] were the first to investigate email use on multiple devices exploring how often email is accessed on different computers, and using different email clients as a function of communication context (social, work, educational, etc.) and role. More generally, one’s choice of device depends not only on the nature of the task, but also on the context of use (physical space, social environment, etc.) [23, 25], and the access and initialisation time vs. actual usage time [27]. Santosa et al. [31] discussed how email is frequently used to transfer information to others and across devices, especially for quick access, re-access and hot documents [32].

Despite these prior studies, there is relatively little known about cross-device retrieval of email. Montanez et al. [28] investigated multi-device search behaviour in a search log dataset. While they found that there are learnable patterns of device transitions – such as how different devices are used to search different content, and how the choice of device is dependent on the time of the day – their focus is only on browser search and does not mention email use. Carrascal and Church [8] used qualitative and quantitative methods to investigate how mobile search interacts with other mobile apps. They found that “browsers, email, SMS, social networking, shopping & retail and entertainment related apps are used more intensively when people engage with mobile search,
both in terms of app launches and duration of app usage” [ibid, p.2745].

Research Questions
In summary, an examination of related work highlights the need to understand how email retrieval differs between work and personal accounts, especially with respect to multi-device use. Specifically, our work aims to answer the following two research questions:

- What kinds of content do users look for and what strategies do they employ in work vs. personal email accounts for managing and finding email?
- Do users’ email retrieval strategies differ across devices? How does this influence users’ choice of activity or choice of devices?

METHOD
In order to get in situ data and maintain high ecological validity, we opted for a mixed methods approach which included a weeklong diary study, with pre- and post-interviews. The study took place in July 2015. Prior studies on email retrieval have relied on observations [14], interviews [29], diary studies [23], and data logging [24]. Our methodology was refined through a series of pilot tests using a diary method which adheres to Carter & Mankoff’s [9] guidelines, asking participants to record instances of retrieval as they occurred, adding more details later if needed and following up with interviews. We defined ‘retrieval’ for users as a range of behaviours in support of finding information, messages or attachments including: entering keywords in the search bar; accessing one or more folders; glancing or scrolling in folders or inbox; and sorting email based on metadata (date/sender/etc.). Therefore some activities would be more like goal-directed search in pursuit of a particular piece of information (e.g. when using the search bar), whereas other activities such as scrolling or glancing through collections of messages might involve behaviour which would be more like scanning or browsing.

Participants
Sixteen people completed the study (9 women, 7 men), aged between 22 and 52 (Median: 28). All lived in the south-eastern area of U.K. Occupations included: a physiotherapist, two nurses, two PhD students, two research assistants, three post-doctoral researchers, a high school teacher, a teaching associate, a barista, a software engineer, a graphic designer, and a marketing coordinator. We screened participants based on occupation, striving to include as many different ones as possible given the initial 35 people who signed up, to ensure a wider spectrum of experiences with email and expertise in computer literacy. Participants were asked to bring along devices they used to access email to prompt contextual explanations about their general email habits, including management and retrieval strategies. We asked participants to distinguish between personal and work devices, and accounts when answering questions, collecting pictures of their physical desktops at home and work, and screenshots of their folder structures. The first interview also included observation of retrieval tasks which we assigned in order to create an initial understanding of their practices before the diary study. We asked participants to retrieve messages or information within (e.g. attachments, login details, pictures) from people or services they frequently, rarely, or no longer received emails from. In order to ensure ecological validity, these tasks were based on elements mentioned by themselves during the interview. For example, P12 mentioned going on holiday to Berlin, so we asked him to look for the flight confirmation, as he would normally do. Notes were taken for each step and participants were free to choose which device to use to complete the task.

Diary
Starting the day after the first interview, participants were then asked to diarise for a week their retrieval activities related to email, ranging from goal-directed search to more general browsing or scanning. We specifically asked them to include, as they occurred, any instances that somehow involved email: whether they were looking for a particular message, or an attachment, or a piece of information within a message, or even if they were just looking through their email in a more serendipitous way. To help them understand what we were interested in, we included examples on each page of the diary. They could choose between a digital (n=12) or paper (n=4) diary, to accommodate their everyday routine. For each entry participants had to specify their location, which device they used and which account they searched. A link to the digital diary was sent out once during the evening of the first interview; reminders to complete the diary were sent daily.

Post-diary interview
The follow-up interviews were scheduled within a week from the end of the diary, based on participants’ availability. The purpose of this interview was to walk the researcher through each diary entry, in order to provide more details and more contextual explanations, building on the in-depth data collection. Both semi-structured interviews took place either in participants’ homes, offices, or in our lab. The first interview lasted on average 53 minutes, while the follow-up lasted on average 46 minutes.

Activity logging
To ensure greater external validity and compensate for under-reporting issues in qualitative studies, we asked participants’ permission to collect logged data on their usage of email across
devices, using RescueTime³. To make sure participants were comfortable sharing their data, we made this optional, but only six installed it on compatible devices. As a result, logs were only used as an aide-memoir during follow-up interviews, and to validate self-reported data when possible. Before each of the six follow-up interviews, diary entries were compared with logged data to ensure accuracy of self-reported data and we found that no searching activities were missing from the diaries. As previously discussed [3], logs are difficult to collect for different devices due to technical issues (e.g. operating system compatibility) and privacy concerns.

Analysis
To build a holistic understanding of participants’ searching practices across devices and accounts, we compiled interview transcripts, diary entries, notes, photographs, and logged data for the 16 participants, and analysed the data thematically [6]. Open and axial coding was used to define themes, which were then discussed amongst all authors. We looked at differences between work and personal accounts, both in terms of types of email retrieved and strategies used. We then focused the analysis on devices used, and how the type of email, context and affordances defined users’ choices. For each stage, we also identified issues and workarounds created by participants, as suggested by [22].

FINDINGS
Together with the interviews, a total of 239 diary entries was recorded, averaging 15 entries per participant over the course of seven days. In addition, during the first interview, participants completed a total of 42 finding tasks, averaging almost three each. From the initial survey, participants listed having on average three email accounts each (Min: 2, Max: 9, Median: 3). On average people had four devices each (Min: 2, Max: 7, Median: 4), including smartphones, tablets, laptops and desktop PCs, and all participants had devices from a mix of platforms (i.e. Windows, Apple, Android, Linux). Two participants also had a smartwatch: P1 had a Pebble, and P11 had an Apple Watch.

Participants used different email clients, based on device and type of account, i.e. email clients used to access personal and/or work accounts on laptops and PCs were not necessarily the same used on mobile devices. For example, P11 accessed his work and personal accounts on a laptop and PC through webmail (Roundcube and Gmail, respectively), while on his smartphone and tablet he accessed his accounts through the Mailbox app⁴. A list of email clients used across multiple devices and participants is as follows: Work accounts were accessed primarily through Outlook (n=15), followed by Roundcube (n=8), Inbox by Gmail (n=4), Gmail (n=2), Mutt (n=2), Mailbox app (n=1), Android email app (n=1), Windows Phone email app (n=1), and finally through K9 app (n=1). Personal accounts, instead, were accessed primarily through Gmail (n=14), followed by Mail app (n=8), Outlook (n=7), Yahoo (n=3), Inbox by Gmail (n=2), Libero (n=2), Mailbox app (n=2), Mutt (n=2), and finally the K9 app (n=1).

We found that reported instances of email retrieval varied by type of account and device used, and also as a function of physical location and activity. Instances were somewhat more frequent for work accounts (55%) than personal accounts (45%), loosely overlapping with the location in which these finding activities were conducted: 53% at work, followed by home (40%) and other locations (7%). In terms of devices used, 85% of finding instances were completed on a laptop (54%) or desktop PC (31%), followed by the phone (15%) and a tablet in just one case, because their “iPhone was on charge, iPad [was the] nearest quickest thing” (P6, diary).

Due to the small sample size and the perhaps low number of self-reported retrieval instances, we need to be cautious in generalising from these numbers, however, the diaries and interviews do give us deeper insights into people’s strategies and motivations when looking for email. In the following sections we start by distinguishing between management practices based on different accounts, and then move to what users looked for in work and personal accounts, discussing the why and the how, followed by issues and workarounds. We later discuss how email retrieval differs across devices, based on strategy used, issues encountered and workarounds created when retrieving information across multiple devices.

Email Management in Work vs. Personal Accounts
All participants had at least one main work-related and one main personal account as a way to maintain separate life roles, and 11 of them had at least one additional account. Only one participant, P10 (who had four email addresses), used her main Gmail account for both personal and work reasons, despite having other work-related accounts. Reasons for having additional accounts confirm those found in Cecchinato et al. [11] (e.g. having legacy accounts, separating one’s many life roles, or filtering out junk email), and, if used at all, they were rarely checked or accessed for retrieving email.

The way in which accounts were organised and managed differed between work and personal ones, with work email giving rise to more structured filing. From the initial survey, most participants (n=10) reported having the same overall filing strategy between personal and work accounts: six were frequent filers (P1, P3, P5, P6, P12, P14); two were spring cleaners (P7, P13); and two were no filers (P10, P11). However the remaining six participants (P2, P4, P8, P9, P15, P16) had different strategies for different accounts. Of these, five filed email more frequently in their work account compared to their personal one, while the remaining participant (P4) was more organised in her personal account: this participant, a nurse, reported that she received very few work-related emails relevant to her. Participants tended to have more folders in their work account, suggesting they try to be more organised or used work email more as an archive. P2 described this well: “Somehow I had accepted that I didn’t really care that my Gmail [personal] inbox was huge. But [···] I might start things [···]. [In] my small inbox at work [Outlook] I labelled [categorised] it and archived it”.

These findings are reflected in the average number of folders or labels that participants had in their work and personal accounts (Table 1). Here we treat both folders and labels as equivalent.

³https://www.rescuetime.com
⁴http://www.mailboxapp.com
for the purpose of this analysis. Not all email clients offer the same features: for example, Gmail does not have folders per se, but its labels can be assigned to the same email, unlike Outlook where an email can only belong to one folder, but can have multiple categories. However, other research also claims that folders and labels are comparable, as their ultimate purpose is to “file messages away from the inbox” ([18], p.797). With regard to the use of different email clients, it is of course possible that other aspects of their design can impact on both management and retrieval strategies which might confound our comparisons of work versus personal email. However, we did not find obvious evidence of this in our sample.

Notably, in our sample, the three healthcare workers (P4, P6, P7) did not have any folders in their work account, but organised their personal email with folders to store important files, such as insurance documents, login details (P7) or emails related to their owned properties (P6). Despite having folders for “important documents” and university-related emails, P4 admitted not having accessed those folders in over a year. This suggests that occupation may play a role in email strategies, as seen in [11], and points towards the idea that for workers who do not rely heavily on email, folders in personal accounts are valuable for long term archiving. However, the findings may not be generalisable to other professions.

**What People Looked for in Work vs. Personal Accounts**

From the interviews and diaries, we found that what users looked for differed between work and personal accounts, confirming recent findings [18]. Highlighting how the content differs is relevant for understanding the ways in which they looked for it, given the range and diversity of reasons people need to find things in their accounts.

In personal accounts, participants mainly reported retrieving details and documents such as: order confirmations; travel related information (e.g. booking references); money related email (e.g. bank details, and bills); and to-do lists or reminders. In addition, participants sometimes searched their personal account to go through past correspondence in a more reminiscent or nostalgic way: “A friend of mine (high school) sent me a link to a video on YouTube […] I was just nostalgic and went to that email again and watched the goal.” (P14, diary).

In work accounts, instead, participants retrieved information which was more central to, and entwined with, ongoing work tasks. Finally, some types of information were reported being looked for in both work and personal accounts: meeting details such as location or time; attachments; links; login details; and pictures. The most frequent reasons for searching either type of account were “double checking” and forwarding information.

In summary, retrieval in work accounts seemed to be more motivated by needing to refer to email in the course of information gathering for larger tasks, as described in [33]. While this can be the case in personal accounts too, retrieval in the latter among our sample tended to involve more directed search for email that contained quick facts (similar to the finding category in [33]).

**How People Retrieved Work vs. Personal Email**

Participants were generally good at finding email within one or two attempts, with a 97.5% success rate from the diary entries and 81% in the 42 tasks performed during the first interview. When unsuccessful, they still managed to obtain the information needed by other means. For example, they either remembered it was stored somewhere else (“I found the file in my Dropbox” – P11, diary), or asked to have the information sent to them (“So I gave up I said hello to her on WhatsApp5 and Facebook6” – P15, diary), suggesting that people usually find what they are looking for.

Overall, diary entries showed that participants had preferred retrieval strategies depending on the account: for personal accounts the most common methods were using the search bar and glancing or scrolling the inbox, while for work accounts the most common ones were clicking on a folder and using keyword search within it (folder+search), using the search bar, or simply opening a folder and scrolling through its contents (folder+scroll) (Figure 1). This confirms the heavier reliance, in work email, on the use of structured filing to support retrieval and shows a hybrid combination between preparatory (folder) and opportunistic (search bar/scroll) strategies. It is important to note that strategies depicted in Figure 1 were often used in combination, when the first attempt was not successful, but with no recurring pattern.

Further analysis of the diary entries together with the interview transcripts allowed us to abstract the strategies reported in the diaries and shown in Figure 1. As a result, participants can be described as falling into three different categories:

1. Those whose retrieval strategies referred to only one of their accounts because, despite having multiple accounts, they used only one (P4, P10, P13): “Gmail.com […] was my personal one but I actually use it for work as well” – P10, who despite having other two accounts for part-time jobs, prefers keeping everything in the same inbox.

2. Those who used similar strategies when retrieving information from both their work and personal accounts (P1, P5, P6, P7, P11, P12, P14, P16): “[I] primarily use the search bar. It’s usually order one operation, it’s not order N.” – P1,

---

5 https://www.whatsapp.com
6 https://www.facebook.com

| # Folders/labels + subfolders | 32 (87.51) | 8.81 (10.10) |
| # Folders/labels with 3 or fewer items | 1.1 (2.73) | 0.71 (1.73) |
| # Folders/labels not used for at least 6 months | 18 (66.97) | 4 (6.23) |

Table 1. Average number of folders/labels (with standard deviation), excluding P10 who did not distinguish between work and personal accounts.
suggesting that he preferred the quickest route for retrieval, with the least number of attempts.

3. Those who used different retrieval strategies for work and personal accounts (P2, P3, P8, P9, P15). While in their personal account they tended to rely on the search bar or scrolling through their inbox, in work accounts they relied more heavily on accessing a folder and then using the search function within it. This is nicely illustrated with comments from P3. Talking about her work account, she said: “[I create folders] to try and group emails that have a common theme together. […] It’s just easier to reference [and] find them if they are altogether somewhere.” By contrast, when P3 talked about her personal account, she reported usually just scrolling or using the search bar: “What I tend to do is, if it’s really important I don’t touch it. But if it is just general crap I would just tend to move it to [archive].”

With regard to the effect of different email clients on patterns of retrieval and management, we could discern no clear relationship between email clients and type of account. While this does not exclude it as a possibility, it is fair to say that differences between work and personal accounts were more salient than any that might be due to particular features of the email client used.

Cross-Account Issues and Workarounds

In general, despite the overall success reported in diaries of participants finding email, they nonetheless complained about how hard and frustrating it can be, especially considering their many accounts. As a result of this frustration, workarounds were used to guard against these difficulties, including moving away from email altogether.

Making messages conspicuous

Some participants ensured that the information they needed would be at the top of their inbox, either by using built-in features, such as Save for Later in the Mailbox app “so that it pops up when I need it, which [is] incredibly useful because then it’s just at the top of my inbox, it’s like ‘a-ah!’” (P11, first interview), or repurposing existing features, such as: “I mark important conversations as unread and leave them there in my unread upper-portion of the screen. This way I don’t really have to search for them by using the engine” (P15, diary).

Email to self

Other issues related to retrieving email from oneself. We know from previous literature that self-emails are often used as reminders and to-do lists [2] and as such, they might have a short lifespan until they serve their purpose. However, we found that having to retrieve self-emails can cause issues: “This one it’s annoying because […] it includes me. If I am looking for an email that I sent myself, it also includes an email where I have replied to someone.” (P8, first interview). It also created redundant information, “if I send myself a message then I get two copies in the inbox and [in the sent folder]. It’s a really silly little thing but it’s sort of like kind of irritating” (P11, first interview).

As a result of this, P11 started using Pushbullet\(^7\) to send himself things, “I can just push this to myself wherever I want it to be and it’s kind of; it’s more like a dedicated app for it and it feels less messy than sending myself an email, because emails have a lot of sort of metadata and information on it”. Pushbullet allows users to share web content such as links with oneself and friends. Other workarounds for searching for self-emails included changing “my name for myself on my Gmail account to me. And then I just type ‘me’, it returns ‘me’,” (P15, first interview), and creating a folder just for self-emails (P13). In this case, P15 used self-email for short-lived reminders and to-do lists, whereas P13 sent himself emails with long-lived information, e.g. bank details.

Account and channel boundaries

Another set of issues emerged as a direct result of having multiple email accounts for different purposes. We found that participants experienced difficulties in finding email sometimes because the boundaries between accounts were not well-defined. This affected their filing strategies but also their retrieval behaviour, as this quote exemplifies: “I think the problem arises from the fact that it’s personal and work email and sometimes there’s tons of overlap […] so like my sister might send me this, really interesting thing to do with academic things […] and she might have put like, I don’t know, some personal information in there as well about a holiday… I’d be really confused about where to put that and so like, that’s why I didn’t use the filing system” (P10, first interview).

By contrast, P12 found these concerns were no longer relevant when using Slack\(^8\), an instant messaging tool advertised for work purposes that allows users to communicate with team members through public channels, private groups and direct messages. As a result, it made it easier for him to retrieve older messages: “Before [my colleague and I] set [Slack] up, it was really horrid, […] it would all be like, ‘Oh, I sent you an email three months ago’ or ‘I sent you a text’ or, like, ‘I’ve got this like WhatsApp chat thing’. But it is all in there and it’s

\(^7\)https://www.pushbullet.com

\(^8\)https://slack.com
all curated heavily and there's no, like, subject changing”, in fact, he explains how this is beneficial to maintaining separate work and personal roles, “you're not posting something about going for drinks in the thread about the job we're working on” (P12, first interview).

More generally, we found our younger participants (n=8, age;30) were moving away from email for personal communications, in favour of other dedicated channels, as has been suggested in popular media9. P12 explained this very well, distinguishing the use of email from instant messaging tools and social networks: “I'm not really sure where email sits at the moment [...] not that long ago it was the only option for communicating with people via computers. Now I've got one machine in my hand that can do, like, 50 different types of email sending [...] I don't use [email] the same way I might use, say, Facebook chat or like texting or like Snapchat.” (P12, first interview).

He went on to explain how other people may not be aware of personal preferences, blurring the boundaries not only between work and personal, but also between communication channels, making it more difficult to manage and retrieve information: “People message me on my Facebook to give me a job so I [⋯] maybe screenshot and email [it to myself], or if someone's emailing me on the wrong account [...] rather than asking them to email me on the proper account [...] I would kind of do it for them. [...] I mean it's putting it where I would end up looking for it” (P12, first interview).

We also found a movement away from email when it came to sharing pictures, choosing different communications channels instead, such as WhatsApp. Participants sent and received photos via email only in two cases: when the sender was not a user of social media or instant messaging services (e.g. sharing with other family members); or when wanting to maintain a certain image quality. “Me and my friend, we are constantly [sharing] pictures or screenshots via WhatsApp. Also Snapchat... But yes, never really on email for social reasons” – (P6, first interview).

In summary, we see a shifting landscape where email is finding a new role and niche amongst other channels. The evidence suggests that the difficulty of managing email across account boundaries, along with issues in trying to find information across them, may be contributing factors.

**Email Retrieval Across Devices**

Moving on from cross-account issues, we now turn to issues linked to the use of different devices for accessing email. Here we found that 85% of email retrieval tasks reported in the diaries occurred on laptops and PCs, with only 15% on mobile devices. More than this, the device used depended on the type of email being sought for or the location of use. Laptops and PCs were used primarily at work and for retrieving work-related content (e.g. correspondence, tasks, instructions), together with important information from personal accounts (e.g. bills, bank details, passport). This is perhaps not surprising given that many work-related tasks, including email, require larger screens and keyboards, for example when creating documents.

Although 15 participants accessed at least one of their email accounts on their phone, the majority of them did not search on their mobile devices either because it was not an easy process or they “never had cause to” (P1). Phones were used primarily for searching quick reference information, such as: booking confirmation numbers, meeting details (e.g. location or time), emails to self containing to-do lists (e.g. shopping list). They were also used where other devices were not handy, such as in bed or at a restaurant. Of those who did search on their phone, some had different strategies from their laptops or desktop PCs, as P3 describes: “it's weird, if I am typing it out on the phone I don't think to do [advance search options] but if I was using my Gmail on a laptop I probably would”.

Other types of mobile devices (tablets and smartwatches) were not used to search email. Eight participants owned a tablet, and two of them never used it to access email. Tablet use for email was limited and echoes previous findings [18] that suggest tablets are more for information-consumption, such as “for reading eBooks” (P1). While both smartwatch users received email notifications on their wrist, they did not use them for searching. As P1 explains, “the wrist is not the place to search emails”.

The relatively little amount of retrieval activity on smartphones despite high engagement with such devices is somewhat surprising. Our interviews revealed that frustration and user unfamiliarity with search features may explain this discrepancy to some extent: “For me it's easier on Outlook [on laptop] but that's probably because I know how to use it better really, because you don't really spend time figuring out how to search for things on your phone” (P16, first interview). Similarly, P6 explains: “I have never really noticed it on my phone and it's my phone that I always check my emails on”. Interestingly, we found that not knowing about the search button was not related to technology expertise.

In addition, participants complained about the phone being “less effective” at finding what they were looking for, due to limited storage capabilities or connectivity problems: “I find that on mobile searching is not as good because it's, particularly when you're out and on a 3G connection, it's struggling to find [⋯] the search heuristic isn't fast enough [⋯] I sometimes end up with emails that are like from ages ago because it's something that's cached [⋯] not really relevant to what I'm looking for, just because it's not got enough storage” (P11, first interview).

**Cross-Device Issues and Workarounds**

Our findings show how searching email, especially on different devices, can cause frustration: “I've never had particularly good results with searching for emails.” (P12, first interview). To avoid this, participants relied on a series of workarounds, especially when anticipating having to retrieve email on the phone and sometimes as a result of the email client.

**External copies**

Some of these workarounds were closely linked to general personal information management practices, such as copying...
To overcome some of the annoyance with having to search, but means to curate communications: “I will occasionally the content of email with others via different channels, as a rapid capturing [36]. on previous work on how scraps of information are needed for always deleted from the phone gallery once they served their interview). These ephemeral scraps of information were not a bit of scrolling to have to do for that one “ (P7, follow-up back, looking for that screenshot was more difficult, “ for in their photo collection. P7 reported in the diary taking a screenshots of their emails that they could then search in their Mail app; it only has my most recent ones” (P7, first interview). Mail app has been criticised for its poor searching capabilities [11] and indeed two of the five Mail app users switched applications when they needed to retrieve a message: P4 switched to the Outlook app on her phone; P7 switched to the webmail on her phone. Other Mail app users did not feel the need to switch application (but some did use other workarounds). This suggests that, as much as email clients do impact user engagement, there are clearly other factors involved.

Pictures and screenshots
To overcome some of the annoyance with having to search, but particularly the limitations of mobile devices not always having signal, or enough memory to store email, some participants took screenshots of their emails that they could then search for in their photo collection. P7 reported in the diary taking a screenshot of her train confirmation a couple of days before leaving for Paris. She then explained that on her the way back, looking for that screenshot was more difficult, “because I had taken quite a lot of photos on holiday, I did have quite a bit of scrolling to have to do for that one” (P7, follow-up interview). These ephemeral scraps of information were not always deleted from the phone gallery once they served their purpose, adding to the phone’s storage problem. This builds on previous work on how scraps of information are needed for rapid capturing [36].

Interestingly, pictures or screenshots were also used to share the content of email with others via different channels, as a means to curate communications: “I will occasionally [· · ·], screenshot an email and send it to him [via WhatsApp] so he can deal with it and he doesn’t have to be in a thread” (P12, first interview). It is worth mentioning that screenshots and pictures of email were taken by all participants who were in their 20s (n=8) but none of the older participants relied on this workaround.

DISCUSSION
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to provide insights into how people retrieve information across work and personal email accounts, and across devices. By using a mixed method approach, we confirm and extend previous findings, along with presenting several novel insights.

Work versus Personal Email
We found that work email continues to provide a central archive for work-related tasks, as a key part of knowledge work and in support of structuring tasks, creating documents, and controlling the workflow of tasks. This confirms that email archives continue to be an important hub for working life. Personal email archives, by contrast, are more likely to be searched in order to access important details (e.g. booking references) and documents (e.g. passport). As a result, it is not surprising that work email accounts are searched more often than personal ones because they are in service of these work-related tasks. Moreover, given that our evidence from younger participants suggests that they are moving away from email as a personal communication channel (preferring other channels instead), we might surmise that in time personal email may well evolve primarly into an archive for what could be called “domestic paperwork”.

We also consider retrieval and management practices in light of participants’ email clients, extending previous work [18]. We find that participants using the same clients had different experiences and the choice of email client alone does not explain issues encountered and workarounds created: personal preference and type of account also play a significant role. Further work should expand on this by including a larger sample.

We find some points of contrast with earlier work related to how people retrieve email in the context of their management practices. For example, whereas previous work [18] found similar management habits for work and personal accounts, we found that work accounts were usually more structured, with more folders than personal accounts. This partially confirms what Whitaker et al. [38] concluded, that folders are created as a way of managing the increasing number of messages, at least in work accounts. In personal accounts, instead, the small number of folders confirms how users may not want to put effort into organising information [5]. However, we did also see how some participants relied on additional accounts to filter out unwanted messages from their main accounts.

These differences in management strategies were also reflected in different retrieval strategies between work and personal accounts. Table 1 and Figure 1 provide a good summary that highlights the trade-off between preparatory and opportunistic mechanisms [38]: we found that folders in work accounts were used for later retrieval, as opposed to in personal accounts where opportunistic retrieval was more common due to
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the lack of a filing system. While the overall most common retrieval strategy was using the search bar, work accounts were primarily searched starting with a folder, and then searching or scrolling within it, thus combining preparatory (folder) and opportunistic (search, scroll) mechanisms. This means that the two strategies are not mutually exclusive, as was suggested by [38] but rather represent a kind of hybrid approach.

Management Through Multiple Channels

Another set of findings take us outside of the conventional email ecosystem to look for other ways in which email was managed. For example, there is a trend toward new kinds of dedicated work-related tools that are becoming popular, such as Slack\textsuperscript{8} and Asana\textsuperscript{12}, among others, which incorporate email-like functionality. Slack is an instant messaging (IM) tool advertised for work purposes that allows users to communicate and share files with team members through public channels, private groups and direct messages. Asana, too, offers team collaboration functionalities that allows users to communicate, share, and monitor progress on individual projects, with the purpose of moving away from email. In addition, both tools offer the possibility to integrate a wide range of other applications, such as Dropbox\textsuperscript{13} and Evernote\textsuperscript{14}, supporting users’ flexibility and preferences by creating a tailored tool. In essence, what we are seeing here might be described as a trend towards greater curation of content for particular purposes, which also serves as a way of managing it for later retrieval, which tools such as Slack, Asana and others afford.

Another way of viewing this is that using other channels to transfer information, communicate, share pictures, and store data, is a way for users to step away from having to rely on email retrieval, which they find frustrating and not always efficient. Our younger participants in particular were more aware of other communication channels and articulated more frustration with the current limitations of email systems. By contrast, people who were heavier users of email appeared more willing to put up with the limitations perhaps because they had not been exposed to alternatives.

We might surmise, however, that using ever more channels also exacerbates both managing and retrieving information sent between people. Indeed we saw this as a result of trying to deal with multiple email accounts where participants often struggled to remember from which account an email was sent or where it was received, a problem that was most prevalent when the cross-over happened between work and personal accounts. This highlights the fact that the boundaries between accounts are not always well defined, both in terms of how a user thinks of them and how others perceive them. This was despite the fact that, by having multiple accounts, clearly reflecting different life roles (personal, professional, social, etc.), at least some participants were striving to draw those boundaries to make management and retrieval easier.

To the best of our knowledge no work has looked at the use of these new kinds of tools, particularly comparing them with email. Nor has it examined the added benefits or difficulties that might ensue by using more and different channels to take over from email. While our findings point to why these new tools are becoming popular, more research is needed to explore these issues in depth and to examine their consequences.

Management Through Workarounds

We have seen that both filing strategies as well as the use of multiple channels or accounts have important implications for how email is retrieved. However, taking a cross-device view also highlights other strategies that users take in order to anticipate the need for later retrieval. We saw this particularly in the case of mobile devices, where our participants avoided the need to search for email as much as possible. In part, this was because of storage and connectivity issues; in part, this was due to a perception that search tools on mobile devices are ineffective and difficult to use. As a consequence, our participants used a variety of workaround strategies. For example they took screenshots of booking references, or transferred information through dedicated apps for easier and quicker access to information when needed. Indeed, such workarounds which made certain email messages more conspicuous and easily accessed could also be seen within accounts, such as the practice of highlighting email in the inbox. This seems symptomatic of the difficulty of quickly finding the information one is after. We also found that other mobile devices, like tablets and smartwatches, were not used for searching email. Such findings, although more anecdotal than anything, are interesting as new research is considering how smartwatches are being used [10].

CONSIDERATIONS FOR DESIGN

Whilst our findings are not representative of the whole population, they do provide useful insights on current retrieval practices in today’s email ecosystem which is increasingly one based on multiple accounts and multiple devices. While aspects of these behaviours will continue to change with technology, we believe that the themes and insights from our data provide useful pointers on how email clients could be re-designed, or email functionality could fit within the larger scope of new applications and services. Some suggestions are as follows:

- **Better email integration for work.** Our findings suggest that work and personal email both serve important archiving functions, but in different ways. Work email archives are tied more closely with knowledge work tasks and hence communication functions could be better integrated into authoring and workflow tools. More than this, however, the findings suggest that email as an archive is equally important, but when it comes to work-related email, the fragmentation of multiple accounts and devices creates additional silos that complicate management and finding. We propose that design should aim to counteract this trend and find more opportunities to tie together email archives with work resources, as well as binding across accounts and devices.

- **Learning from other communication tools.** As popular IM tools take over not only in personal, but also for work communications, email clients could, and perhaps should,
learn from such tools. For example, Microsoft recently announced Send\textsuperscript{15}, a mobile app that allows sending quick messages masked as work emails (similar to Gmail Hangout conversations\textsuperscript{16}). However, these systems are still unlinked to email content and cannot be easily searched. They also add to the problem of managing different communication channels. Tools such as Slack, instead, nudge users to curate content in a more easily retrievable way, but the move toward quick, more synchronous communication may change the nature of work in other ways. More work is needed to explore the benefits and drawbacks of IM in the workplace.

- **Designing for short-lived and long-lived content.** Changing our focus from work email, personal email teaches us that email could be imbued with more features which allow paperwork, forms, and facts to be accessed and filed, either for quick access or long term storage. With regard to quick access, strategies that make email content quickly accessible, but then obsolete once used, suggest that it might be useful to look for ways to automatically classify them as such. Self-email largely falls into the category of being utility based, but only useful in the short term. We need to think about mechanisms for making such information conspicuous but temporary. Likewise, some emailed documents such as warranties, instructions, and visas are more likely to be needed long term but can be kept in “cold storage”. There is no need for visibility, rather the emphasis is on safe-keeping and back-up. This points to more diverse options for storing and archiving information sent by email.

- **Optimising smartphone search.** Finally, it is clear from our findings that search on mobile devices needs to be improved. While storage and connectivity may be less of an issue in the future, we urge designers to learn from the workarounds we presented. For example, searching on mobiles could be enhanced by allowing users to pin emails from any device in a separate application or to the lock screen, thus providing a new feature to quickly refer to ephemeral scraps of information\textsuperscript{[1]}. By moving outside of the inbox, this would also avoid messages on the top being hidden by new incoming emails, and bypass connectivity or storage issues.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper we present findings from an in-depth qualitative field study which takes a new look at how email management and retrieval occurs in today’s multi-account, multi-device world. The findings point to how users’ attempts to manage their email through a proliferation of accounts comes with its own problems: different accounts are used for different purposes, the boundaries between accounts can be blurred, and the mechanisms and strategies for managing and retrieving are account-dependent. Likewise, it is clearly important that we have access to and engage with email through a variety of devices, yet when it comes down to it, finding email on handheld devices such as phones is still seen as difficult. Some of this is doubtless due to the need to intertwine work email with the tools of work which mainly reside on the laptop and PC, though we have also pointed to other limitations in the way mobile devices are designed. In all of this, we suggest that one way forward is to think about new features for email tools based on these findings. In the longer term, however, we may well see email evolve not as a stand-alone application, but as a tightly integrated set of communication and archiving functions within more flexible applications and services.
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